I first heard about Ester Fleckner in 2012, when I saw some of her collages exhibited at the queer feminist pop-up art bar BarHvaViHar in Copenhagen, organized regularly by Ester, together with Mette Clausen, Line Hvidbjerg, and Maja Moesgaard. BarHvaViHar provided a much-needed space in the city to present new queer feminist art and performance. My relation to Ester’s work took proper hold after encountering the series Clit-dick Register at her graduation show at The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen in 2013. The 22 almost identical woodcuts that make up the series are filled with rows of simple and uneven U-shaped figures. Printed in different shades of grey, the main variation between the prints are the poetic text fragments written on top of and on the margins of the prints. Operating in the switch-point between representation and abstraction, language and embodiment, reading and sensing, Clit-dick Register spoke to me in a very queer way. Since then I have followed her work closely. And this has led to a close friendship, strengthened by the fact that we have been invited to participate in different projects together over the last year, including FRANK’s week-long salon at Skomvær Fyr in the summer of 2014. The following conversation took place over email in May 2015. Here we try to dwell on the questions of the relationship between queerness and art through a series of exchanges on the potentials in failure, abstraction, and losing one’s way.

—

MD “Relation. You talk in a way I don’t know but that I’m missing. You talk about belonging differently. I bike through town with my eyes closed, or almost. I think about images one can recognize oneself in or not. I think about family trees. And having read that it demands synchronicity with the patterns and rhythms of a place to feel that one belongs. I want to have a relation to you and understand that we already have one.”

These are the words that brought us together, properly at least. They were the ones that made me want to have a relation to you, although we already had one. I might not have been the “you” that occasioned the text, but standing there on the street in the rain reading the letter from the woodcut taped to the gallery window where you showed your series I navigate in collisions (2014), I knew that this “you” had room for me as well.

The gallery was packed by the time I arrived. The window was steamy from the body heat of other “yous.” I recognized and lost myself in that love letter, and later in the prints and their figures of relationality that made me think of family trees and other trees, and about being in and out of sync with the patterns and rhythms of the place.

Now, over a year later, I remain drawn to these woodcuts. I can’t help but to think that the power of the woodcuts in I navigate in collisions not only stems from the way they beautifully give space to represent alternative constellations of intimacy through their queering of the figure of the family tree, but also from the fact that they performatively seem to generate new intimate relations in, around, and between those who encounter them – including the two of us. Perhaps then, we could start by talking about the relationship between intimacies, audiences and communities. When including words such as “you” in your prints, whom do you have in mind as your imaginary recipients?

EF I actually wrote the text you quote right after a very touching performance by Emma Hedditich at the gallery space Bureau Publik in Copenhagen. She talked about alternative ways of belonging in such a sensitive way. When I was biking home that night, I was trying to remember what she said and the way she said it, which of course was impossible. Surrounded by the disturbing city, I was constantly thinking of staying in the mood of and in touch with her piece.

At first, the “you” in the text was directed to her, but now this is a personal anecdote. There are many “yous.”

I placed the woodcut with the text in the window as an invitation to friends, relatives, as well as unknown others, who might feel a connection with the words, as you suggest. The text also worked as an introduction to the series of my abstract queer family trees in *I navigate in collisions*, that very few would see as potential family trees, or trees of alternative relations, without the text. I think the text allowed me to make the prints in the series so abstract, knowing they would still be approachable.

I wrote the text quite early in the making of *I navigate in collisions*, and it gave me a space to think about the different ways of relating that I am addressing in the piece. The woodcuts explore the dreams and desires one can have in relation to various “yous” in various ways. Relations that can be of biological as well as non-biological character: friendships, experimental love and sex relations, relations across physical and temporal reach, as well as across the divide between the human and non-human. The series is an attempt to consider such chaotic and nonlinear connections, and the many relations I have with people, artworks, and activist practices.

I didn’t expect that some people would actually feel invited into the text as much as you do. But I am very glad to experience how you approach it and consider it an active opener for new relations and conversations. I guess the “I” and the “you” can be embodied anew by viewers.

MD In linguistics, words such as “I” and “you” are called “shifters,” in reference to the way their meanings – but not necessarily function – shift depending on the context of the enunciation and reception. I’m often drawn to shifters such as “you” that allows me to step into the position of the one who is being addressed. Perhaps this is because I have an embarrassing tendency of always thinking that works of art or texts are addressing or hailing me specifically. There is something mildly megalomaniac or paranoiac in this feeling of being addressed directly by a work or a text – as queer theorist Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick points out in the title of her wonderful essay “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading, or, You’re so Paranoid You Probably Think This Essay Is About You.” There is surely a difference in thinking that a work is about you or that it is speaking to you – the latter is less self-centred than the former – not that it is always easy to distinguish.

As a young (proto)gay boy, I was obsessed with Björk. I had this intense feeling that her songs not only told tales about my (imaginary) life but also that they were sung directly to me. Although this is probably a classic example of the projective powers of fandom, I remain interested in the intimacies that get established through aesthetic forms that circulate in public. And I wonder if this intimacy might derive some of its energy through, and not despite, its impersonal character: the surprise of being interpellated by someone unknown or something unexpected that resonates nonetheless. Although I have been trained to remain suspect toward emotional attachments and the imaginary projections so central to being a fan, part of my work as an art historian remains driven by the thought that works of art speak to me. Instead of privileging “critical distance,” I remain invested in developing forms of “critical intimacy,” to borrow Mieke Bal’s term, where the sense of being addressed prompts a response. A response that often involves desire and disagreement, conflicts and care, not unlike in my other intimate relations. But the intimacy of the art encounter also pertains to how I relate to works that I’m not a fan of – works that provoke agonistic responses.

I have had an aspiration to understand my art theoretical writing as a form of “conversation” between myself and the works of art I am engaging with. A conversation that is surely a strange and asymmetrical one, given that I’m speaking “with” an object whose ability to speak back to and “disagree” with my soliloquies remain limited. But I guess I’m using the metaphor of being in “conversation” with artworks in order to stress that I’m invested in questions of responsibility in intimate encounters of different sorts within and across the human-nonhuman divide. And by “questions of responsibility,” I also mean questions of who or what has the ability to respond.

This line of thought was prompted by your comment on how you are interested in connections and networks that are not limited to relations between humans. How would you, for instance, describe your relation to the materials you...
work with? Would it make sense for you to say that you are in “conversation” with the pieces of wood that you carve in, or the printing press that you work with? Or do you think with other metaphors?

EF I think there is a lot of potential in the idea of speaking with objects, and to consider intimacy in our relations or encounters with things and materials – encounters that generate emotional, generous, or unclear experiences. As I understand it, critical distance requires a somehow rational approach, which again requires a set framework and language to speak from and within. Critical intimacies, as an alternative, seem to give room for a bodily openness – where one doesn't only reflect at a distance on a piece but experience it. This also makes me think about a comment that Kathy Acker made on “the need for literary criticism” : “If a work is immediate enough, alive enough, the proper response isn't to be academic, to write about it, but to use it, to go on.” I think this has something to do with the intimate encounters you talk about.

I am interested in connecting with as well as colliding with materials: To delve into physicality in various ways, make an imprint of the body in materials, think with it, and be affected by it. Like with the woodcut carvings. I love the resistance and unpredictability of the wood as well as of the printing process where differences, errors, and mistakes occur. I don't have an interest in getting to know or use a medium in a way where I can control the outcome and reach perfection. Quite the opposite: I seek to establish dialogues where I can explore a lost and chaotic intimacy with language and materials, while I continuously seek new methods of losing my way, so to speak, to use J. Jack Halberstam’s words from The Queer Art of Failure. It is an interest in unstable identities and the failure of norms.

Recently I have been working with concrete. I had an idea of making a number of heavy abstract frames. I was interested in pushing the stiff and predictable character of concrete, and ended up making very fragile and thin forms that all got slightly displaced in different ways in the process when the concrete hardened. The frames are part of my exhibition How to spell a sound that is physical. I like how they appear so heavy and massive, yet very skewed and maladjusted. It felt like one long dialogue to make this piece, and my conversation with it continues.

MD Your description of cultivating failure as an artistic method might sound paradoxical, as one could say that it has become a quite successful strategy in your work! But failure is of course a relational term, and always raises the question of what standards or measures one betrays, fulfills or seeks to abandon. As far as I understand how failure works in your practice, it seems to have less to do with personal success than with an interest in resisting normative frameworks that discipline, not only the practice of artistic labour (woodcutting, printing, poetry writing, etc.), but embodiment more broadly. In your woodcuts you do not seem to try to conceal or correct errors in the carving or the printing of the works, instead the errors give emphasis to the processual nature of your practice. Words are frequently crossed out in your prints, and the notes written in pencil, on and around the prints, often bear the mark of having been erased or rewritten several times. If these marks “fail” to make the prints appear embellished or perfect, the traces succeed in bringing me closer to the body that has worked on these sheets.

“If at first you don't succeed, failure may be your style,” the legendary Quentin Crisp once quipped – a line that is one of the starting points of J. Jack Halberstam’s The Queer Art of Failure. Halberstam has made a compelling argument about failure as a form of queer style, a set of practices that seek to escape or move beside the punishing norms that organize the logics and measurements of success and failure in capitalist society. While I remain inspired by this call for remembering the advantages of failing, I’m also a bit reluctant to embrace the notion of failure as

---


queer style. Despite the fact that this framework seeks to work as a starting point for structural critiques, it can easily stand at risk of romanticizing the experiences of failing or falling outside established frames of legibility and recognition. Experiences that when it comes to gender, sexuality, and race are often traumatic and life-shattering. But in the context of artworks, I am thinking more about how failure as a queer style tends to get attached or fixated to specific aesthetic gestures – including the trashy and the punk, central to Halberstam's project.

I guess I'm interested in how you relate to the temporality of failure in your work and work process. Do you “fail” differently now than before? I am thinking of what the effect might be when certain gestures – like the crossing out of text or erasing words – turn into a form of an artistic “signature style” that one comes to expect from an artist. If this gets connected to a style of an aesthetic of “failure,” this gesture might lose not only some of its immediacy or vulnerability, but also its frictional quality as something that falls out of the frame in different ways. Think of Danish artist Gudrun Hasle’s text pieces, for instance, where she embroiders sentences in English that, due to her dyslexia, are filled with spelling mistakes and grammatical errors. When I first saw works from this series almost ten years ago they had a very different effect on me than when I see the works she makes in a similar fashion today. If Hasle had suddenly made a text piece without any spelling mistakes, it would probably fail my expectations in a potentially interesting way (or not). My point isn't to fetishize “originality” and “newness,” but to consider what happens when certain forms of failure become instrumental to the work and expectation of an artist's practice.

But perhaps the queer art of failure isn't only about the labour of failing again and failing better (to invoke Samuel Beckett’s famous words), but also the “failure” to live up to the expectations of something “new” by insisting on working with the same kind of gestures again and again, despite the fact that some might find it repetitive and boring?

EF Talking about failure opens up very interesting considerations about expectations of values and successes, as well as positions and contexts. There is no doubt that failure has many faces, and that what fails in one context does not necessarily fail in another. I share many of your questions and concerns, and I try to reflect on failure in various ways in my work process and in the works themselves that I hope function as a space for reflection or on-going dialogue on these issues.

I agree that failure as an artistic strategy or cultivated method can appear paradoxical, although I don't think that is a direction I'm aiming for, but perhaps I'm already caught up in it, I don't really know. Failure is an integral part of my practice, and something I have explored in order to question and negotiate normative expectations and values in our society. When I cross out words and sentences in my woodcuts, I don't consider the print to be a failure or any less perfect. Instead I'm thinking about how language keeps failing, and the print becomes a space for reflecting about the failing relation that exist between, for instance, the body and language. When I let errors and mistakes become part of my works, it is because I am trying to connect to process, not results. I seek to stress and visualize a set of values that give uncertainty and the unfinished a central position. That is also why I mostly do serial work. The prints reflect different attempts in the process.

Thinking with and around notions of queerness, trans, and the fluidities of the body, I see my practice as an investigation of confusion, doubt, desire, collisions, failure, chaos, skewness, and suggestions. I don't only try to make work about – but rather with or through these topics – as I try to develop methods in close relation to the things I'm working on. In
this sense you could say that failure has become both the content, an aesthetic, and part of my working method.

Halberstam's writing on failure opens up space to consider the importance of failure, negation, and chaos in relation to certain political modes of critique, while also embracing confusion as a value. There is certainly a risk of romanticizing failure, and for those of us who often experience failure in relation to different norms of gender or sexuality in our society, this approach can be embraced only with a certain ambivalence. I mean, I don't think Halberstam's project is useful in all contexts. But thinking of failure along these lines opened up a platform for me, from where I could work much more freely. It enabled me to consider my artistic practice as a place where I could reflect on different complex and overlapping questions related to queerness and trans – both as content for my work and as inspiration for an artistic approach to materials and language.

As my work often involves aspects of failure, it is very likely that people might start to "expect" this approach. That is fine. That is what I do. I think that errors can have a poetic and affective potential that goes in line with the content of my works. So I'm not so scared of being recognized as having a "signature," as long as the works are interesting. I'm not trying to be an artist who is surprising or innovative in that sense, and I don't think I'm interested in the act of "failing" people's expectations. Here I'd rather see my practice in line with the work that many feminists have done for years on the crucial political and artistic relevance of repetitions and insistence. Repetition can be explored in so many interesting ways, and the same thing always changes character when explored anew. I'm not scared of repeating myself or to be recognized for my aesthetics, style, or approach. The last two years I have been making mostly woodcuts with various outcomes, and I will probably continue with that. But I am also very curious to continue working with other media and methods along the way, as in my recent interest in working with concrete.

I don't know if it makes sense to say that failure functions as a queer style in my work. But failure is an integrated part of my practice – it shapes my way of thinking, writing, and my physical approach to materials. It is a starting point in my desire to not know the outcome of my work in advance. When talking about aesthetics, I think that there is a lot of potential in abstraction that I would like to explore more. And perhaps there is a relation to failure there as well.

MD Abstraction is such an interesting and potent field, especially in relation to sex and sexuality. It not only opens up discussions about aesthetics – as in abstract and non-representational art – but also to politics of recognition more broadly. What is "abstract" for some might appear very clear and concrete for others. This relates to representation and images as much as thought and concepts. I have, for instance, always found your work to be brimming with desire and sex. Although I know that this is not necessarily something that might seems "obvious" to all who encounter your work. I'm interested in the things that people "fail" to see, even though it is right there in front of them. This "de-sexing" of so much art might surely be related to the limited interpretive repertoires pertaining to sexuality and desire in mainstream discourses on art. Discourses that only allow sexuality to become a relevant perspective if it is the explicit subject of an artwork in such a way that even those who would prefer to not "see" or talk about it would have a difficult time arguing for its irrelevance. The frequent erasure of sexuality from the field of vision or critical relevance surely legitimates the "in-your-face" strategies of many artists working with queerness. Still, I remain interested in the queer potential that different strategies of abstraction can generate. I guess it was an encounter with Felix Gonzalez-Torres' work many years ago that blew my mind in relation to this. Especially his way to make the most sexy pieces out of the simplest forms and cheapest materials – wherein the erotic not only appears through campy encoded signs and symbols, that are clearly there for those who want to see them or know how to read them, but crucially also through the tactility of the encounter: from the eating of candies to the textures of paper and bead curtains.

There is this beautiful conversation between the art historians Jennifer Doyle and David J. Getsy on “Queer Formalisms” in Art Journal, which deals with how formal tactics have been used by artists for queer purposes. Tactics that range from using non-representational forms as a coded language for desire or sex, and to formal works that invite and produce queer modes of use. At a point
in the conversation, Doyle describes how her encounter with new theoretical work within transgender theory has pushed her to thinking about the erotic in art by making her consider “what sex becomes when practiced or expressed or manifested through things like speed, gesture, plasticity, or texture.” There is something really interesting in thinking about the radically different ways to express desire and erotic.

When I say I see desire and sex everywhere in your work, I’m not only thinking about what one could be tempted to call the erotic language that runs through your woodcut prints, specifically the signs you have called the “clit-dick” and “anus star.” In your latest series, *How to spell a sound that is physical*, these signs are not present, but instead each print presents a variation of what I think of as a sheet of lined paper where the parallel lines are falling and swaying. I find there to be something very erotic in these works as well. Sex manifested through rhythm and musicality, undulating movements of falling and rising, of rocking and touching.

Do you think about the relationship between abstraction and sexuality in your work as well? Or are there other aspects of what you call “the potential in abstraction” that interest you more?

EF I am very interested in abstraction, and it’s difficult to articulate. Perhaps that is exactly why I am so drawn to it. I like spending time with things that are abstract and difficult to understand, but I also like to make the recognizable strange through letting elements collide with each other. Abstraction as a form of understanding and “dis-understanding” of objects, languages or images. Abstraction as a way to make new things appear. It allows for a displacement of perception and the rational understanding of things.

I really like your suggestion that non-representational forms or objects can express thoughts and desires in their own way, beside or because of their immediate unreadability. Abstract and non-representational forms require, or at least invite, openness and curiosity – and potentially a reconsideration of what we think we see, touch, or hear and thus know.

I’m interested in the embedded negation in abstraction. As an aesthetic format that gives room for the unclear and blurry, it resists easy recognition and translation to what is clear, rational, or readable. The resistance can ignite a dialogue or conversation on the level of emotions, physicality, and affect. This relates to our previous discussion of being “in conversation” with materials and objects: Abstract forms insist on other modes of existing and being.

In relation to queerness and trans issues, abstraction gets very interesting, and there is a potential here that remains important to work with. An encounter with a body or object that differs from easily identifiable formats and frameworks often requires another temporal process of reading. Abstract things can call one to lose or break with the understanding of normalized and regular time frames, as well as reading habits and directions, as there are no clear interpretive lines to follow. No beginning or end. Or several. That is appealing.

The clit-dicks and the anus star that appear in some of my works are signs that have a lot to do with my negotiation with forms of recognition and knowledge that gets attached to bodies, desires, and languages. These small signs give me a way to consider how the language about bodies so often fail in relation to gendered and sexual identities and categories. The simple forms create estrangements or “abstractifications” of what is categorized and knowable in normative terms and understandings. I like how the clit-dicks and anus stars can be part of several readings and both be recognized and not recognized, taking part in the question of how we know what something really “is.” Like you say, some people might not see the anuses and clit-dicks – others see them all the time. The titles and texts in my works offer opportunities to read the works as something else than complete abstraction.

Often people connect abstraction to something poetically remote, surreal or inoffensive. My interest in abstraction lies in the opportunity it gives to work with alternative languages and existences that relate to very concrete and real questions of the perception of bodies and difference. Sexuality and abstraction are often – maybe always – present in my work together.
with other aspects of queerness that relates to questions about the politics of recognition – that is something I think about a lot. I want to continue exploring abstraction and estrangement as approaches that can open up alternative conversations on how bodies collide with social systems and structures. I hope that this might be a way to work against the simplified and superficial understandings of queerness that have gotten absorbed in the mainstream lately.

MD I share your concern for the uptake of certain forms of queer critique and aesthetics in the mainstream, especially the understandings of “queerness” that correspond smoothly with the existing politicized languages of neoliberalism that privilege fluid and adaptable subjects open to be exploited in ever new ways. I think of your use of abstractions and your insistence on developing alternative languages to understand the relation between the body and society as a way to resist this current.

This also makes me think of Italian Autonomia-theorist Franco “Bifo” Berardi’s recent turn to poetry as a site of resistance against the effects of what he calls the capitalist pollution of the “psychosphere.” The endless flows of information that we are asked to decode and process with mechanical functionality 24/7 today obstructs our sensibilities – “the ability of the human being to communicate with what cannot be said in words.” Bifo suggests that poetry can provide an alternative to the “ethical insensitivity” that defines the language of the economic order: “Sensibility slows interpretation procedures, making decodification aleatory, ambiguous, and uncertain, and thus reducing the competitive efficiency of the semiotic agent.”

EF I am intensely drawn to the difficult and inadequate relation between language and the body. A relation that is usually organized in a hierarchical way that privileges language over body. Our written and spoken language categorizes, organizes, and governs us in juridical and social terms, and we use it to communicate and navigate with all the time. Usually people think that the body can be explained and described in language. This hierarchy often works in a similar way within the arts, when it comes to the relation between image and text. Titles, as well as texts that are included as a part of art works, are usually given a heavy significance in the approach and understanding of a piece. This also includes press releases, and other text forms that are written to frame our encounter with and understanding of what we are looking at or listening to.

I am really interested in this conflict and the potentials in it. As much as I am attracted to and want to connect with different materials and languages of abstraction, I remain drawn to written language as well, and work with poetry and text fragments as a part of my queer navigation of the clashes and collisions between bodies and their surrounding society.

Reading and writing is a crucial part of my artistic practice, and something I do intensely in certain periods. Literature and theory is a great source of inspiration. I am deeply inspired by poetry, and its way of offering other kinds of space, tones, and rhythms. Most of my writing happens in close relation to reading and thinking with poetry. When I come across a text that I find interesting and touching, I can spend days reading and re-reading it, as I need time to process it all. Often the processing of texts becomes integrated in the making of new works.

My own writing usually takes place on my laptop at first, where I generate long documents of fragmented text. The writing usually runs parallel to my investigations of images and material. But at a certain time in the process of a project, I print my texts and start integrating them in my sketches or directly onto the woodcuts or prints. I am really interested in this process of mixing text fragments with images, because unpredictable expressions surface when the texts work their way into the prints. The texts function so differently when written or cut out by hand, and when placed next to or as part of an image. In this process, new constellations and meanings appear that I cannot see or predict when the texts are on my laptop. What works on a computer does not necessarily work in a woodcut print, or it works in a different way. And sentences that appear banal on an A4 printed document can be interesting.
in an image where variations in the size of the letters and words, or different strength of the pencil line can change the understanding and affective charge of the text.

We have talked about how my tendency to cross out, erase, and re-write words with a pencil on my woodcut prints have become a kind of signature. Besides being an aesthetically recognizable way to highlight my negotiation with language and image, it also marks my method of processual writing where texts appear that I wouldn’t have been able to write or think otherwise.

MD  I can really relate to your way of describing the act of writing as a creative process where thoughts are developed rather than merely written down. I often have ideas of how an article or argument might be in advance of writing it, but when I’m in the act of writing, I often get surprised by where the writing is taking me. How did I really end up here? Is this really what I'm thinking?

One of the main differences between the way words appear in our different practices is that you allow traces of the form of “material thinking” that takes place in language to remain visible and to shape the reading: the marks of edits, erasures, and rewriting. This messy process is seldom, if ever, visible in published texts – such as this one – where the labor of editing and proofreading have erased the traces of its jumpy production, as the text has been sent between us from Copenhagen to Berlin and back again. But perhaps it merely underlines how this conversation – like so many – is an effect of a particular navigation in collisions between different norms of successes and failures between languages and bodies. Or to borrow a line that appears in one of the woodcut prints in Clit-dick Register: “How I love the collisions of correspondences – the intimacy we share...”